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Diogène 

"Collection of Rarest Books"

Diogène specializes in old, antique and second-hand books. Wander into

this labyrinth and you may find the precious book you have been trying to

find for years. From old to sold out editions to paperback and art books,

you'll find what you're looking for at this book store. You can lose yourself

in their large selections on human sciences, spirituality and art . Dig into

the bookshelves or the stacks on the floor to find some of the rarest

specimens. Besides books, you can buy, trade or get an edition on

engravings, drawings, posters and maps from the 16th to the 20th

century.

 +33 4 7842 2941  www.livre-rare-

book.com/Diogene.htm

 librairie.diogene@wanadoo

.fr

 29 Rue Saint Jean, Lyon

In Cuisine 

"For the Gourmet Traveler"

In Cuisine is part book store and part cafe, located in Lyon's Bellecour

neighborhood. A gourmet's haven, the store is stocked with a variety of

books, utensils, and kitchen products that will warm the heart of any

cooking enthusiast. With a regular schedule of cooking classes and in-

store events, In Cuisine is an engaging and interactive space for people to

come, meet, and interact over their passion for food. Private events and

parties can also be organized here.

 +33 4 7241 1800  www.incuisine.fr/  info@incuisine.fr  1 Place Bellecour, Bellecour,

Lyon
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Expérience 

"A Graphic Novel Temple"

Founded in 1973 by a visionary lady long before the graphic novel

breakout, Experience is literally a temple of everything comics and graphic

novel-related! The store carries every new mainstream release as well as

an impressive selection of independent titles and hard-to-find small

editions, both French and international. In addition to that, the dynamic

Experience staff publishes its own titles and creates stunning silk

screening posters and book covers through their Made in Experience

workshop. The store also sells related trinkets and memorabilia and hosts

regular book signings and art shows showcasing young graphic artists. A

truly not-to-be-missed visit for the bande dessinée enthusiasts!

 +33 4 7241 8414  lexperience@free.fr  5 Place Antonin Poncet, Lyon
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